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Political Biography

America is a land of opportunities. On the other hand we can say America is country of immigrants. That means everyone can get same freedom such as freedom of speech, freedom of religion, and freedom of worship. In the other side many countries around the world people do not get their own rights. People do not belongs their own rights. I am from Bangladesh. It is a South Asian country. In my native country people are suffering from many types of political problem. Sometimes media unable to published their opinion against the running government. Sometimes shut down some media or take actions who published news against of Government. However, our counties political condition is much more better than Russia, China or Korea But worse than United States of America.

First of all, I do not have much interest in politics but I like to listen others opinion. Probably it is hard time for immigrants. I like to support over order. Sometimes I like freedom too. In my observation, national government level should take sixty percent of liability and local government should take forty percent. I believe in a flat tax because if the government takes high tax from rich people they do not get interest to work. On the other hand, poor people who does not like to work without any reason, they become more dependent. As example, my family come from a far away from here. No ones helped us. We are struggling to reach our goal. That is
why, I am studying at ECC and working at Macy's. I do not want to be a dependable person and
do not like to take money from rich people who's worked their whole life with hard work.

Secondly, I do not like to say more about these kind of marriage. I believe marriage
between a man and a woman which called a family. I like to say government has know right to
interfere with whom a person marry. On the other hand, no one has right to destroy our human
tradition and culture which we has existed from beginning.

Thirdly, some people believe federal government should see to every person has a job,
and good standards of living for all Americans. I think it is very disturbing thinking of them.
Government should not liable for this. It is very difficult to our Government to ensure everyone's
every demand. Government is liable for protect our life's liberty, and freedom. Every person is
responsible for his or her own living standard. Government can create some jobs, some
opportunities but we have to take it in our own capability.

Forthly, I am putting restriction on the sale and possession of firearms only hurts the law
abiding citizens, felons should not to get a gun if their charges are drug related or violence. I
believe, we don't need to buy or carry a gun. Government will give us protection. General public
don't need to hold weapons. For example, couple years before what happened in a school of
Connecticut.

Then, some people believe that government should pay the doctors bills and hospital
bills. Some points I am agree and disagree. We know our health expenditure is very high. In this
point low income people are not able to pay bills. So government should take some proper steps
for health purpose. I am not expecting free health care but payment should be low. That is I like
'Obama Care'.
In conclusion I want to say, sometimes I believe myself as conservative and sometimes liberal. My overall thinking is Government should protect our life, liberty and freedom. Besides this, some points Government should take care our traditional and cultural views but they not responsible for every event.